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Introduction.
Although courses in the history of the library have been of-
fered in other institutions and possibly along somewhat similar
lines, no attempt has been made, so far as is Known, to collect the
materials at hand, correlate them with the social and historical
development in each country, reduce this mass of data to the con-
venient form of a syllabus and place the result at the service of
future students.
The motive which has prompted the writing of this syllabus, has
been largely the desire to be of assistance to the students of the
Illinois state library school, by helping to lighten, to some ex-
tent, the labors of note-taking, always incidental to a course for
which the text-book has not yet been evolved. The outline is there-
fore based upon a course of lectures presented to the senior class
of the Illinois state library school during the academic years of
1901 and 1902, and is limited to those phases of an essentially
comprehensive subject to which attention has been called during the
progress of the course.
The work as planned is divided into twelve distinct lectures,
though in practice it has been found profitable to subdivide certain
of the longer lectures, as trill be indicated in each case, making
a course of fourteen weekly lectures, whi "h with the necessary al-
lowance of time for reviews and examination, has occupied exactly
one academic semester.
To each outline is appended a list of authorities, including
both books and periodicals, though no attempt at further division
has been made. Since the work it is hoped may be of use to the
students in the Illinois state library school, and has therefore
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been planned with their needs in mind, these references have been
compiled from such books and periodicals as are accessible In the
library of the University of Illinois. It is the purpose of the
compiler of this thesis to supplement it, in the near future, with
a select annotated bibliography of the subject, which shall not be
United to the books of one library, but shall include at least the
ma'terial available in a number of libraries in the Middle West; but
until that aim shall h ve been realized, it is not impossible that
the accompanying lists of authorities consulted may be found ser-
viceable.
Prances Simpson.
Urbana, Illinois, May 1, 1903.
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Lecture 1 .
Materials
.
I. that is a library?
Definition—A collection of written or printed literature,
intended to be kept more or less permanently in one place
(as distinguished from publishers' or retailers' stock.)
II. Materials forming a library.
Books
•
a. Definitions.
1. Webster's— A collection of sheets of paper or
similar material, blank, written, or printed,
bound together; comm.only, many folded and bound
sheets containing continuous printing or writ-
ing.
To be criticised as too commercial.
2. Broad definition—Anything which is intended to
preserve and transmit ideas.
3. Specific definition—A literary production of
some bulk, as distinguished from a pamphlet;
now applied particularly to a printed composi-
tion forming a volume.
III. Book materials.
1. The memory.
Poetry, the earliest literary form; rhythm, or blank
verse implied; not rhyme. Art of memorizing usually
peculiar to priesthood; cultivated to phenomenal
degree and transmitted from father to son, thus in-
tensifying capabilities. Hebrew Scriptures, Vedas,
Homeric poems probably thus preserved, until inven-

tion of the alphabet, and retained subsequently for
many generations.
2. Rocks, stone, horn, marmoth's tenth, and other hard,
smooth substances. Outline of animals, such as rein-
deer, ibex, fishes, by means of a sharp flint upon
smooth surfaces presented by horn or stone form earli-
est type of written literature as well as art. Careful
execution shows this art to h ve bean practised for
many generations. Rock records often of great size,
filling entire facade of a temple. Common in Upper
Egypt; Karnak; or in Assyria, Belaistan inscription of
Darius Hystaspes. Records often very minute, as in
Egyptian seals, requiring ragnifying glass.
3. Hard surfaces prepared artificially where natural hard
surfaces could not conveniently be used; clay tablets
and bricks used by Assyrians; lead tablets, and those
of other metals, used by Greeks and Romans.
4. Wooden tablets, either left plain for scratching, as
found among northern Europeans, or covered with wax
coating for temporary records, as used by Romans for
memoranda, letters, etc.
5. Bamboo bark sheets ^sed by Chinese, and birch bark by
Indiar.s of North America.
6. Parchment—The especially prepared skin of calves, sheep
and goats; in its finest form called ve'lur. A favorite
material of great antiquity, its popularity lasting
through the Middle Ages, and stii" used for records of
special nature and for binding purposes.
7. Papyrus—A substance more closely resembling paper than
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any heretofore mentioned. Made from the inner bark of
an aquatic reed, peculiar to the Nile valley. Thus
Egypt had for many centuries the monopoly of manufac-
ture and sale. Dryness of Egyptian climate accounts
for remarkable preservation of papyrus manuscripts.
Interesting question whether Hebrew Scriptures origi-
nally took form of clay tablets, parchment or papyrus
manuscripts
.
8. Stencil-plates and branding used by Romans to mark
ownership.
IV. Ink.
1. Ancient writing inks; recipes for preparation; made
either from black liquid of the cuttle-fish or from
lampblack or charcoal and gum; more durable than mod-
ern inks.
2. Decorative inks; red, blue, gold and silver inks, used
for initial capitals.
V. Pens.
1. Stone fragments; flints, etc., used on native hard sur-
face.
2. Metal stylus.
3. Reed, quill and steel pen (modern. )
4 . Hair brush
.
Used for prepared surface.
VI. Alphabet.
1. Importance of invention proved by the fact that all
nations of antiquity have attributed it to supernatural
agencies. Outweighs all other human inventions.
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2. Historical development.
a. Purely pictorial in character. In this respect
priority of invention cannot he claimed hy any
nation, since it is common to the Aztecs of North
America and the Egyptians of Northern Africa, In
this form the alphabet was not phonetic and cannot
be called a true alphabet.
b. Invention of a phonetic alphabet conceded by most
scholars to Egyptian priesthood: called hiero-
glyphics. Proper names the first words recorded,
since most of the earlier inscriptions were mere
records of the achievements of rulers. All proper
names possessed originally some exact meaning,
making it comparatively easy to record the deeds
of a ruler by means of pictures. Discovery of
fact that certain characters might stand for ab-
stract qualities as well as concrete personalities
;
these called ideograms. Alphabet no longer pic-
torial but symbolic. Then characters began to
represent sounds in place of ideas. In transcrib-
ing foreign names, characters used to express sim-
ilar native sounds used for parts o^ new name,
whence we note the use of a true phonetic alpha-
bet, neither pictorial, symbolic nor syllabic.
Great advantage in Indo-European alphabet over
Mongolian characters lies in the fact that former
represents single sounds, while latter represents
combinations of sounds called syllables.
c. Development of alphabet. Characters once deter-
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mined, remained practically the sane, though mod-
ified by time into a cursive or "running" form,
as a matter of convenience.
d. Date of invention impossible to fix with any de-
gree of certainty, since recent archaeological
discoveries disclose a civilization in Egypt much
earlier than any previously believed. At least
as early as 2500 B. 0. and probably antedating
4000 B. C.
e. Dispersion of the alphabet. Borrowed by the Phoe-
nicians and Hebrews directly, and either directly
or indirectly by way of Phoenician commerce, by
the Greeks, who gave it to the rest of Europe.
Simplest form, the phonetic, the one borrowed in
all cases, proving that knowledge of it had ex-
isted in Egypt many centuries before other nations
acquired it.
f. Terminology. Words used all nations to describe
characters and act of writing, prove two points;
i. e. that the characters were known to have been
originally pictures; witness the Greek gramra
(pictures or drawings )and the Latin litera (lines),
neither word referring in the remotest way to
sounds ; and also that the earliest materials upon
which these characters were placed must have been
hard. Compare nreek graphein
, Latin scribere ,
exarare (to drive a plough), A. S. writan, all
meaning to indent a line or furrow.
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Lecture 2.
Assyrian, Babylonian & early Egyptian libraries.
Entire subject of Babylonian and Egyptian archaeology of great in-
terest. New facts constantly being developed by archaeolo-
gists. University of Pennsylvania leading in point of value
and multiplicity of remains found. These discoveries prove
Asiatic civilization to have been much earlier than history
has formerly stated, and have revolutionized our ideas of an-
cient history.
Assyria & Babylonia.
I. Inhabitants.
1. First a race called the Accadians possessing some de-
gree of civilization, with a literature and a know-
ledge of written characters.
2. These expelled by a stronger race from plateaus of
Central Asia. Conquering race called Assyrians on the
north and Babylonians on the south.
3. Conquerors taught the art of writing and use of cunei-
form characters by the conquered Accadians.
II. Materials of books.
1. Clay, ground very fine and made into a paste resembling
when baked, modern porcelain.
2. Parchment and papyrus perhaps used but no remains found
as yet •
III. Forms of books.
1. Flat tablets or with one surface carved.
2. Cylindrical or barrel-shaped.
3. Hexagonal prisms.
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IV. Writing.
1. In cuneiform characters in vertical columns.
2, Pens.
a. An iron or "bronze wedge-shaped tool; triangular
and pressed into moist clay.
b. Holes found for allowing escape of steam when wet
brick was baked.
c. Dents in tablets show presence of small wooden
pegs necessary to raise written surface above
table in order not to obliterate the characters
before firing the clay.
V, Excavations.
1. Existence of books and libraries in Assyria unknown
for many centuries.
2. 1842, M. Botta, French consul at Mosul, discovered site
of palaces of Nineveh.
3. Later, Layard, an Englishman, continued Botta's inves-
tigations; discovered in 1850 at Nineveh, the library
of Assurbanipal
.
4. Dr. Peters of University of Pennsylvania, discovered
city of Nippur in 1888.
Via Cuneiform characters read.
1. Key discovered by Grotefend, a German.
2. Work of deciphering done largely by Englishman , Sir
Henry Rawlinson and George Smith, though Sayce, Lenor-
mant and George Rawlinson deserve mention. Smith in
the employ of the British Museum as an engraver of cune-
iform characters; learned to read the characters and
deciphered a fragment containing the Chaldean account
I I
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of the Deluge- After 1873, made several trips to the
Tigro-Euphrates Valley; died during the last one,
VII. Discoveries.
1. Library of Assurbanipal discovered by Layard. Assur-
banipal the Greek Sardanapalus of 7th century, B. C.;
a great connueror, statesman and organizer as well as
a patron of literature, art and science, and founder
of one of the first libraries. Tablets badly broken,
covered floor to depth of a foot.
2. Contents.
a. Biography of Assurbanipal.
b. Literature.
c. Science, astronomy, astrology, mathematics, zool-
ogy and botany.
d. Religious treatises.
e. Public and private documents, deeds of sale and
transfer.
f. Gazetteers.
g. History in the form of records and annals.
h. Grammars, readers and dictionaries to aid in trans
lating from Aocadian to Assyrian, (many tablets
bilingual
.
)
3. Size and arrangement.
a. Variously estimated at from 10000 to 30000 volumes
b. Methodically arranged and classified; cataloged
and open for public use.
c. Source.
Largely from, smaller libraries confiscated by
Assurbanipal.
4
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d. Present location.
Largely in possession of the British Museum,
whose Assyriologists are engaged in deciphering
the contents.
VIII. Recent work of University of Pennsylvania under direction of
Dr. Peters while very important to general subject of Assyri-
ology, does not bear directly upon libraries and their history.
IX. Babylonian libraries
•
Posses^ s-er.e general features as those of Assyria. Lit-
erature inore original with strong religious sentiment which
the Assyrians lacked.
Early Egyptian libraries.
I. Records and materials.
l a Records incomplete when compared with those of Assyria.
Reason found in fragile nature of the materials used,
papyrus and parchment,
2. Oldest book.
Papyrus Prisse, now in Bih'. i otheque Nationals. '-o-uv?-
3. Change in form.
Papyrus made book or roll possible.
II. Buildings.
Temples; priests and professional scribesbsing employed
as librarians.
III. Collections.
la Library of Osymandyas of Thebes (Rameses I ?) the old-
est, dating from 1400 B. C. Probably perished in Per-
sian invasion.
2. Books.
a. Sacred books of Thoth, 42 in number, formed a cy-
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clopedia of religion and science; with expository
and critical works amounted to over 36000 books.
This colossal work comparable only with the Bible
or with the sayings of Confucius.
b. Book of the dead, a liturgical work with countless
prayers and invocations.
c. Many books carried away after the Persian invasion
under Cambyses.
IV. Later and more famous Alexandrian library, though politically
and geographically in Egypt, belongs essentially to Grecian
civilization and will be mentioned in connection with Greek
libraries.
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Lecture 3.
Greek, Alexandrian and Poman libraries.
I. Greek libraries.
1. Historical.
Little reliable information concerning Grecian librar-
ies. Book-trade small until after Roman conquest.
2. Public libraries.
a. Statement made that a few public libraries existed;
the first being founded in Athens by Pisistratun
.
(see Edin. R. Jan. 1874.)
b. Later large collections made by Athens which were
seized during Persian wars and carried to Persia;
afterwards restored by King Seleucus.
c. Public library at Samos, founded by Polycrates,
the tyrant.
d. Public library at Heraclea, founded by Clearchus.
3. Private libraries.
Best collections belonged to private owners; but
little is known of them,
a. Aristotle's library.
Very famous; underwent many vicissitudes, removed
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to Home by Sulla; a part purchased by one of the
Ptolemies for the Serapeum.
b. Euclid, Euripides and Plato e:,ch owned private
libraries at Athens.
c. Fair nedical library at Citidos.
II. Alexandrian libraries.
1. Belong to Greek rather than to Egyptian civilization.
Collection begun under the Ptolemies. Ptolery Soter
( Lagus ) being founder of the library which his succes-
sor, Philadelphus
,
continued, organizing the two li-
braries and housing then separately. Library at Alex-
andria seens to have been part of the university. No
expense spared to prociire valuable books. Egyptian
and Hebrew literature translated into Greek, the lit-
erary language of the time. Two libraries at Alexan-
dria; larger called the Burcheum (Burchion). Size not
definitely known, possibly 500000 volumes or rolls.
Principal library. Destroyed in part by Caesar's burn-
ing the fleet in the harbor. Replaced later by rival
library of 200000 volumes from Pergamus. Said to have
been completely destroyed by Aurelian, A. D. 273.
2. Smaller collection, called the Serapeum.
a. Probably an off-shoot of the larger. Contained
about 40000 v. Finally destroyed, because of
pagan character by Theodosius, 389-9.7 .
b. Librarians; famous literary men classified and
made catalogs of the libraries.
III. Roman libraries.
1. Roman book-trade at its height under the early empire.
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Great rivalry among the book-sellers. Book stores
favorite lounging places. Rooms provided for copying
and reading mss. Slaves ( librarii ) used for copying
mss. which fell in price very greatly. Atticus, a fa-
mous publisher. Advertisements of books for sale post-
ed on outside of store.
Letters, in absence of newspapers, fcrmed tie between
those living in the provinces and in Rome. Written on
thin strips of wood or ivory, wax-coated, with writing
on inside when letters were folded; tablet tied with a
thread (linum); knot usually fastened with seal of
writer; occasionally parchment and ink used. After
the establishment of military roads, regular system of
postal messengers and post-wagons maintained, (see
Beckor. Gallus, for more detailed account; see Leighton.
History of Rome, for good illustrations.)
Private libraries .
a. First collections of books brought to Rome as
spoils of war, coming from Macedonia and Greece
in 2nd century, B. 0.
b. In 1st century, B. 0. a number of private col-
lections; libraries became the fashion for men of
wealth.
c. Lucullus and Cicero had famous collections and
were generous in allowing access.
d. Building.
Room containing books usually had eastern exposure
to avoid dampness. Small, 15x20 ft. No fires,
on account of danger from conflagration and damage
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of heat to books, wall cases about 6 ft. high
contained the books, with often a center stack,
leaving a narrow passage, proving the roon to be
merely a repository, not a reading room.
4. Public libraries.
a. Caesar (Julius) credited with first plan for a
public library in Rome.
b. Caius Asinius Pollio said to have founded first
library on Mount Aventine.
c. Augustus founded two libraries, the Octavian on
the Aventine, and the Palatine in Temple of Apollo.
Each contained distinct Latin and Greek collec-
tions .
d. Varro wrote first treatise on libraries and was
the first to use busts of learned men as library
ecorations.
e. Trajan and other later emperors gave books to
Rome and other cities, most of which were destroy-
ed by fire.
f . 29 public libraries in Rome for reference and
loan; often in connection with the baths.
g. Trajan's library, called the Ulpian, in Trajan's
Forum, and was the most famous.
h. These libraries short-lived, being frequently burn-
ed during wars.
i. Office of librarian.
At first, a Greek slave, later a freedman, finally
became a recognized public officer.

5. Heroulaneum library.
Building discovered about middle of 18th century. 1700
scrolls found, badly charred. Sir Humphrey Davy found
means of restoring these with writing intact. Discovery
has shed much light on questions of architecture and
arrangement of Roman libraries.
IV. Constantinople.
Byzantum made seat of Roman Empire by Constant ine who
founded an imperial library of 7000 v. Enlarged by later
emperors to 100000. Partly burned by pope Leo 3, clrring
7th century, and finally destroyed by the Turks at the
siege of Constantinople in 1453.
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Lecture 4.
Medieval libraries.
I. Importance of historical conditions.
1. General state of European society. Dark Ages; caused
by fall of Western Roman empire under repeated barbaric
invasions, and by internal weakness; neither condition
conducive to literary activity or to the fostering of
any form of culture.
2. Rise, growth and importance of monastic institutions.
a. Origin, oriental, either Egypt (St. Antony of E-
gypt ) or Palestine (St. Ammon. )
b. Differences between eastern and western monarchism;
hermit life not popular nor possible in the West
on account of climate.
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c. Debt owed hy modern society to the Church and to
monast icism. Church, the only conservator of
letters as well as morals during the Middle Ages;
monks, the only teachers and usually the only ones
who possessed the rudiments of an education. Chief
agents in the struggle against barbarism; preserv-
ers of history (Anglo-S-xon Chronicle; Bede.)
Therefore, what few books existed, to be found in
monasteries.
II. Monastic libraries.
1. Literature per se never the main object of the library;
always a means to an end, this end being the conversion
of paganism to Christianity.
2. Mature of books collected.
a. Scriptures.
b. Works of the fathers.
c. Theological controversies.
d. Legends of the saints.
e. Attitude of monks towards pagan classics, hostile;
palimpsests.
3. Orders of monks,
a. Benedictine, founded in 6th century by St. Bene-
dict; Monte Cassino, the parent monastery, which
sent out a long line of missionaries. St. Bene-
dict's rule established libraries in each monas-
tery. Under various names arising from reforms,
this order preserved until after the close of the
Middle Ages. Order included monks and nuns; the
latter active in transcribing mss. Monasteries
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of Fleury,Molk, St. Gal" noted for oxce.Ho nee of
their libraries,
b. Augustinian. Also active in founding libraries.
Ste. Genevieve of Paris.
4. Arrangement of libraries.
a. Books housed in cloister, nearest the church
building.
b. Later in ch: pter-house.
c. In cas~s, with or without door~.
d. Later kept on tables, because of great size;
chained to table or shelf.
e. Loans between different monasteries not uncommon.
Titchfield Abbey an excellent illustration, (see
Madan. Books in manuscript.)
III. Division by location.
1. Italy.
a. Monte Cassino. (see II. 3. a.)
Several times burned and rebuilt; still in exis-
tence; contained pagan classics as well as theolog-
ical works.
b. Bobbio.
Had famous collection of palimpsests, now in
Milan.
c. Pomposia.
In Northern Italy; had a catalog dating from 11th
century.
2. France.
a. Fleury.
Tax levied by abbot on all members of the monastic
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comnunity for purchase of hooks,
b. Ste. Genevieve.
Became one of the finest libraries in Paris; still
in existence; beautiful building; Boston public
library facade copied.
3. Germany.
a. Fulda.
Largely increased by Charlemagne; at one time em-
ployed 400 monks as copyists. 774 volumes in
library.
b. Thirty years 1 war wiped out a large number of
monastic libraries.
4. Great Britain and Ireland.
a. -*ad monasteries during 6th and 7th centuries.
Irish monasteries especially rich in books. St.
Colunba, a famous copyist.
b. Canterbury.
Had large collections including some Greek mss.
c. See and Abbey of York.
Still more famous on account o^ librarianship of
Alcuin. (see IV. 1.)
d. Libraries on both sides of the Channel often pil-
laged by Horsemen.
e. Great care taken to preserve books.
IV. Palatial and private libraries.
1 . Charlemagne
.
a. His educational reforms; "schools of the palace".
Induced Alcuin (soo III. 4, c. ) to assume control
of entire educational system; also sent out circu-

\'
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lar letter to all monasteries within his empire
ordering then to maintain collections of b"Oks
and to encourage the cultivation of letters. Al-
cuin later retired to Tours, where he founded a
prosperous library,
b. Charlenagne 1 s private collections kept in differ-
ent part-- of his empire.
2. Pope Sylvester 2.
Greatest private collector of the Middle Ages.
3. Charles 5 (King of France, 14th century, not the er.per-
or. )
Had large private collection. 1000 v. cataloged.
4. Guy, Earl of Warwick ("Country Guy").
Owned large collection of French romances.
5. Richard de Bury.
Tutor of Edward 3, author of Philobiblon, owned a
fine library which he gave to Durham college, Oxford.
No collector of Middle Ages equals him in interest.
6. Cosmo and Lorenzo de Medici.
Pounded great MedictevLaurenziana library at Florence
from another private collection made by Niccolo Nic-
coli. (see Lecture 6 II. 2. c.)
7. Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary.
Said to have owned 50000 v. Collection now widely
scattered; beautifully bound in precious metals and
gems. Library seized, after his death, by Turks who
destroyed the fine buildings and burned the mss.
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Lecture 5.
Manuscripts.
I. Printing four and a half centuries old. Importance of man-
uscripts. All classical literature, Hebrew Scriptures, pro-
fane and sacred history, science and philosophy depended upon
writing for preservation and transmission.
II. Advantages in study of mss.
1. Puts the student more closely in touch with the past.
2. A means of mental discipline; involves study of detail
and careful comparison.
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III. Materials,
l a papyrus, rag paper or parchment ( calf-skin, goat-skin,
vellum. )
2. reed or quill pen.
3. black and colored inks.
IV. Methods.
la nictation in none cases, but not frequently; diet are
meant to compose.
2. Heading from copy by each transcriber, the common
method.
V. Place.
Usually a monastery.
la In the scriptorium, a large room over the chapter-house.
2. Small recesses called carrels , opening out of the
cloisters
.
VI. Importance of the profession.
la Copying permitted to a limited few in each monastery.
2. Ireland and England encouraged copying-trade.
3. English centers at Winchester, St. Albans, Durham and
Glastonbury, all famous monasteries. The official re-
corder of local or general history, always a monk;
called the historiographus .
VII. Methods followed in monasteries.
la All materials in charge of the armarius who gave out
parchment
,
pens, pen-knives, pumice-stone for smoothing
surface of parchment, awls for boring holes to guide
in making lines; reading frames for holding original
work; rulers and weights for holding down pagesa
2. Seldom any privacy in the scriptorium; artificial light
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forbidden; no interruption permitted; absolute silence
maintained, which led to the use of a code of signals
being employed when anything was needed. Alterations
in text forbidden because of frequent ignorance of copy-
ist; rule not always observed.
3. Members of the copying staff called by various names,
depending upon particular form of work done; scribes,
illuminatores
,
librarii, notarii.
4. Schools of writing distinguished by some striking char-
acteristic .
VIII. Work.
1* 6 hours' task set for each day.
2. Scribe given sheet of parchment, largest size used for
missals and psalters.
3. holes punched along each margin; lines ruled with stylus
across the page from hole to hole. Space left for il-
ium inati ons.
4. Two sides of parchment seldom alike, skin being rougher
on the hairy side; smooth on the flesh side.
5. After serine had made the copy, the rubric at or put in
ornamental letters, colophons, titles, lists, headlines,
illuminations, borders, in colored inks; often artistic
and elaborate.
6. Binding.
a. Common : inding in heavy leather over solid wooden
boards; sections sewed over four or five raised
bands
.
b. More elaborate bindings in gold, silver, ivory
carved, embroidered satin or velvet, set with

precious stones,
c. Irish ms. kept in a oase upon which the finest
workmanship was expended.
7. Illumination.
a. Ped, blue, pink, green, purple, black, yellow,
white, gold and silver, colors used.
b. Kinds of illumination.
1. Single letters, initial or in sentence; all
names of the Deity.
2. Elaboration of these letters into partial
borders.
5. Borders and initials finally separated.
4. Miniature landscapes, interiors and portraits,
the highest form..
Errors in transcription.
1. Unconscious.
a. Errors of sight or hearing, (no stops or capitals
used. )
b. Errors of memory.
c. intellect.
2. Conscious.
a. Incorporation of modern glosses into text.
b. Correction of apparent difficulty.
c. Deliberate falsification, (changing the text for
dogmatic reasons.
)
3. Principles for correction of transcriptions.
Of several readings,
a. prefer a short reading.
b. w " difficult or obscure reading.
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c. prefer a less emphatic reading.
d. reject readings which can be traced to carelessness
of scribe.
e. prefer a r.iddle reading.
f . supply omissions on account of a difference in
philosophy or theology.
X. Famous manuscripts.
1« Papyrus Prisse, oldest piece of literature in ms. form
probably: in the Louvre; 18 pages of hieratic writing,
written about 2500 B. C. but composed much earlier,
(see lecture 2, pt. 2. I. 2.)
2. Codex Sinaiticus.
Oldest 7 'ow Testament ms.; contains entire New Testa-
ment, part of Old Testament and Epistle of Barnabas.
Discovered in 1859. ( se^ Madan. Books in manuscript,
for details. )
3. Book of Kells.
Property of Trinity College, Dublin; once owned by
St. Columba; said to have been copied by him; con-
tains the Gospels in Latin written about 7th century.
4. An;'lo-Saxon Chronicle.
6 complete mss. still exi -t in British Museum aTid oth-
er English collections.
5. St. M^gajjlt's Gospel-book, (see Madan for details.)
6. Codex Argentens.
Gospels and small portion of the Old Testament trans-
lated into Gothic in fourth century by Ulfilas, Bishop
of the Goths, and without doubt the oldest Germanic
ms. extant. Now in University of Upoala.

XI. Points to be noted in cataloging and otherwise caring for r.ss.
Exar.iinat ion as to
1. Contents; i. o., whether a missal, breviary, book f
hours or other devotional book. This is sometimes dif-
ficult as no title-pag^s were used until about the time
of the invention of printing.
2. Age. Difficult to determine, owing to variations in
individual handwriting as well as to differences be-
tween styles adopted by various schools.
3. Condition.
a. Complete.
b. Leaves missing.
Collate ei.ch section or quaternion separately.
c. Binding, firm: original; bookworms; sales labels
and catalog narhs to be carefully preserved and
noted.
4. Cataloging.
a. Technical description.
b. List of contents (not always given in ns.)
o. History told briefly and shelf marl: mentioned and
explained.
d. Foliation, marking each leaf; size.
e. Contents given as tersely as possible; usually
in English, though Latin is permissible.
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Lecture 6.
Italian Libraries.
I. Italy, the home of the renaissance ; rich in ancient and medi-
eval literature; rare and precious manuscripts and incunabula
abundant in most Italian collections. Modern Italian and Eu-
ropean literature not equally well developed, (see II. 2b.)
II. Leading Italian libraries.
1. Biblioteca vaticana or Library of the Vatican, first
in importance if not in age or size.
a. Founded by Pope Nicholas 5 in 1447.
b. Prominent features.
1. Its home.
The Palace of the Vatican, the most mag-
nificent library hall in the world. Deco-
rations in the papal colors, white and gold,
planned and executed by great artists.
Books kept in low wall cupboards which are
closed.
2. Its treasures.
Famous mss.
Codex ^aticanun, fourth century.
Vergil, fourth or fifth century.
Terence, " " " "
De Republica (Cicero) third century.
Henry 8's attach on Luther and his letters
to Anne Boleyn.
Printed boohs.
Over 500 Aldines and other incunabula.
Temporal power, wealth and prestige of the
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papacy responsible ^or much of thin collec-
tion.
c. History of the Bibliotoca Vaticana. Has undergone
ma~y vicissitudes; nedieval wars between Franco
and Italy and Germany and Italy; internal troubles
within the Italian peninsula and the Napoleonic
wars a menace to the collections. The Thirty
Years' war brought a valuable collection from
Heidelberg.
d. Contains the archives of the Vatican to which no
access is permitted.
e. Librarian, nominally a member of the college of
cardinals
.
f. Records, size, access and use.
Ho good general catalog; impossibility of es-
timating number of volumes on account of the
poverty of the records. Is not a public library
in the usual sense and has been open to the pub-
lic for only a few years, written permission
from, a church dignitary necessary for admission. •
Library closes on Sundays, Thursdays and all
feast and fast days.
2. Bibliothece nazionale or national libraries.
a. Numerous in Italy on account of former division
into petty states. A national library found in
Naples, Florence, Rome, Milan, Venice, Bologna,
Verona; attempt of central government to maintain
these
.
b. Political situation and its effect upon Italian

library system. Unification of Italy. Poverty
of the Italian state and people. Lav; of 1876.
30-40 public libraries receiving state aid and un-
der control of the minister of instruction; called
Bibliothece governative.
c. Individual libraries.
1. Libraries at Florence, the largest; Biblioteca
Centrale Nazionale with about 500000 vols.
Mediceo-Laurenziana founded by Cosmo and Lor-
enzo de Medici, also prominent; not under state
control.
Marrfellian library the most progressive and
modern in its methods.
2. Biblioteca Ambrosiana at Milan ranking second
with 200000 v.
d. University libraries.
Each Italian university has its library and also
each academy of fine art'5 .
III. Library progress.
1. Italian libraries more enterprising, better informed
professionally, more eager to be helpful than those
in any other European country >^ut greatly hampered by
lack of funds.
2. Library periodical called Revista della Bibliothece.
3. Library association since 1897, called Societa Biblio-
grafica Italiana.
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Lecture 7.
French libraries.
Political situation in Pranee has had a irect influence upon
its libraries and library system. Prance always a strongly
centralized state; offers parked contrast to Italy and Ger-
many. Most of the French library system under state or local
control receiving state aid.
Leading French library
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris; the largest in the world;
made possible by the fact, of strongly centralized govern-
ment •
1. History.
a. Founded in the 14th century, during the Hundred
Years' war by King John.
b. Names.
Called Bibliotheque du roi, Bibliotheque Imper-
iale or Bibliotheque Nationale according to
prevailing form of government.
c. Development.
Many changes; scattered during Hundred Tears'
War, but replaced by later purchases. Effect
of French revolution stimulating; added confis-
cated libraries of emigres and of monastic or-
ders. Napoleon's generous gifts to Bibliotheque
Nationale, returned to original ov/ners after
Congress of Vienna. Ka::y royal patrons, notably
Francis 1., Henry 2. and Louis 14. Departments
of engravings and medals ad^ed by Colbert, Louis
14' s minister.

d. Co^y-tax.
Law passed in 17th century giving the library
two copies of each new work published in France
e. Location.
Occupies an entire square in the heart of Paris
estimated to contain thirty-one miles of shelv-
ing.
f. Records, access, size, use.
1. Has an incomplete manuscript subject catalog
of the older books; an author and title list
of recent (since 1881) French bocks and for-
eign books (since 1885), printed in bulle-
tins, cut and mounted in Leyden binders.
Hew printed catalog in progress; seven vol-
umes ready in August, 190^.
2. Open to the public, but admission secured by
a personal ticket. Sore formalities.
3. Contains over 3000000 voluir.es.
4. Is open nearly ev^ry day in the year, the
customary holiday- excepted. Is the great
reference library of France.
g. Specialities.
1. Largest collection of current newspapers and
periodicals in existence (over 3000).
2. B^st collection of French histories.
3. Fine collections of coins, medals, antiques,
books, maps, manuscripts and engravin gw.
h. Classification since l^th century by subject with
literal notation.

i. Organization.
Since 1885, divided Into four departments
.
1. Department of printed books.
2. " " nss • and charters.
3. * " medals, gems, antiques, etc.
4. " prints and engravings,
j. Administration.
1. 1 Administrateur general, ruling officer.
2. 1 Secretaire-tresorier or Conservateur-ad.joint
.
3. 4 Conservateurs , one to each department.
4. 6 Conservateurs-adjoints.
5. 50 or more subordinate officials, each of
whom must have a classical or scientific ed-
ucation.
6. Attaches ( sun st itutes.) , commis (clerks)
hommes de services (ushers, pages, etc.)
k. Receives government support.
1. Librarians.
Include several famous men, as De Thotf, the
collector. If. Leopold Delisle, the present head.
III. Other libraries of Paris.
1. University and other special collections, including
a. The University of Paris library
Sorbonne library.
Mazarin, Ste. Genevieve; Arsenal.
b. Such professional collections as those of the Con-
servatoire de Musique, Ecole de Beaux Arts.

2. Bibliotheques munioipales
•
One in each of the 20 mairins or central office of
each arrondissement or ward.
3. Popular libraries.
Often called municipal libraries; started practically
since 2 878; rapid growth; sixty-four in number: open
in the evening; intended for working classes; reading
room and circulating department; loan books and music;
books loaned, cheap and easily replaced; reference
books often valuable and costly; administrative func-
tions carried on by means of a central bureau.
4. Artisan or industrial libraries.
Peculiarly French; ten in Paris; founded by a bequest
to city of Paris of 200000 f. by will of M. Forney,
from whom the most important collection was named;
courses of free lectures on industrial arts and ap-
plied science carried on in connection with these
artisan libraries; loan valuable books and plates
on cabinet making, embroidery, pattern-designing; have
been of inestimable economic value, making possible
great exhibits at successive expositions; two sec-
tions, r ne for reference only, containing very valu-
able works, and one for loaning with cheaper books.
IV. Provincial libraries.
Found in many of the large manufacturing centers, as Lyons,
R'uen, Tours. Between 200 and 300 free public libraries
in France, outside of Paris.
V. School libraries.
Organized early in 19th century. In 1862, law established
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school ilbrar:,' for parents and pupils in each public
school, in charge of school master. Controlled hy minister
of instruction.
VI. Societe de Benjamin Franklin.
Founded 1862; instrumental in starting new libraries; is-
sues a catalogue populaire of good booKs for small li-
braries; does the work of a library commission.
VII. Attitude of French government.
Most favorable; Issues a Bulletin of libraries and ar-
chives; a general catalog of manuscripts of the public
libraries of the Departments.
VIII. Library progress.
France has no library training school, one periodical,
the Revue des bibliotheques, published monthly and devoted
to librarianship and bibliographical matters, and no gen-
eral library association.
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Lecture 8.
Germanic libraries, including those of Austria, Germany, Den-
mark, Holland, Belgium, Scandinavian countries, and Rus-
sian libraries, (may be divided into two lectures.)
I. Austria.
1. Conditions.
a. Former strongly centralized government h s built
up one great national library.
b. Present intense struggle between Teutonic and
C zech elements in Austria is preventing the devel-
opment of any library system.
2. Leading library.
a. Imperial public library in Vienna; largest in

Austria; oldest existing library in Europe, if
monastic libraries be excepted.
b. History.
Founded 1440 by Emperor Frederick 3.
c. Treasures.
Many rare books and charts; Tabula Pentingeriana
or ancient road-map
,
dating from eighth century.
Codex Mexicanus, an example of Aztec picture-
writing.
3. Monastic libraries.
Abound owing to the fact that Catholicism is the pre-
vailing religion of Austria; collections are not of
general interest
.
Germany.
1. Political and sociological conditions. Until recently,
not a strongly centralized state, and consequent multi-
plication of libraries and universities; resembles
Italy in number of collections, but is much stronger
on account of superior economic conditions.
2. Historical development.
a. Earliest German libraries founded by churches and
monasteries in the time of Charlemagne (ninth cen-
tury )
.
b. 13th-14th centuries decline of monastic libraries
on account of rise of mendicant friars; libraries
did not die, but changed character and location
and became university libraries.
c. From the 14V century, number of private collec-
tions increased.
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d. No public libraries until the close of the middle
a^os. Term "public library" used to mean a col-
lection open to a large circle of re-dors, but
not necessarily tax-supported.
e. Reformation; its effect upon German libraries;
stimulating.
f. From the middle o.ges to the Thirty Years' war,
many libraries founded by royal or noble families,
forming the basis of many existing libraries.
Contents; history, genealogy, travels, literature,
theology, lav-, sciences.
g. Influence of Thirty Years' war upon libraries;
disastrous in most cases.
h. Suppression o^ Jesuit colleges in 1773 gave large
collections to state.
i. French revolution g ve tendency towards central-
ization among German libraries.
3. Leading German library.
Royal library at Berlin, most prominent though not
the largest; is fast becoming a national library,
a. History.
Founded by the Great Elector, Friedrich Wilhelm
about 1650; late in starting because of slow
social development of Prussia; received many
gifts from Frederick the Great; obtained the
copy-tax in 1699; reorganized in 1885; began to
collect all German literature with some foreign
books; liberality in hours, etc. is increasing.

b. Records, location, use, size.
1. Has an alphabetical author catalog, a sys-
tematic classed catalog, and in conjunction
with ten university libraries is planning a
new subject catalog, which is already in prog-
ress •
2. Is centrally located but poorly housed in
part of an old palace; dark and uninviting.
3. Service comparatively good; two hours needed
to get a b ok; library open till nine p. m.
since the introduction of electric lights.
4. Contains over 900000 v.; is second only to
Royal library of Munich which it will soon
surpass
.
Largest Geman library.
Royal library of Munich.
a. History*
Founded in the middle of the 16th century by
the Grand Duke; scattered for safe-keeping during
Thirty Years 1 war.
b. Arrangement, records, building, size, use.
1. Divided into 12 main classes; subdivided into
ISO sub-classes.
2. Has numerous partial ms. catalogs, but no
complete record.
3. in model building ( from German point of view.)
4. Has over a million and a quarter volumes.
5. Open 29 hours per week; a poor showing, when
compared with other prominent libraries.

Each of the larger and smaller politic l divisions has
its Roya] library making over 20 whioh receive govern-
ment aid.
University libraries.
valuable collections in each of the 21 Herman uni-
versities; oldest, that of Heidelberg, 1586; most
accessible those of G^ttingen and Bonn, owing to
efforts of famous librarians.
Town libraries.
Since the late middle ages, a system of free town
libraries in the large commercial centers; Hamburg,
Frankfort-a-M.
,
uizn, Nuremberg.
Volksbibliotheken. (people's libraries.)
Small collections intended chiefly for working-men
and their families; not always free, but tax is merely
nominal; in Berlin and suburbs, as well as smaller
cities and towns; date from middle of 19th century.
General library progress.
a. Classification; no special scheme of classification
adopted. D. C. considered and translated, in part,
into German.
b. Catalogs; usually in ms. on large cards loclied in
binders
.
e. Loan; provision is generous; inter-library loans
practised; general public not always admitted;
scholars welcome,
d. Buildings old, usually remodeled from a palace or
castle; new buildings show adaptability; British
Museum often used as type.
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e. Accessories; intelligent but clumsy. World's
Fair exhibit in German building gave good concep-
tion of German libraries.
f. Large cities backward in library facilities; books
old; regulations follow those of university librar-
ies.
g. Librarians.
Formerly, university instructors or literary
men; gave little time nd less attention; pr<-s-
.
ent condition improved; entrance requirements
for positions in state libraries demand degree
of Ph. D.
,
two years of volunteer service, and
technical examination.
h. Library training.
Course in libr ry economy offered 1886-190° at
University of Gottingen by the late Prof. Dziat-
zko; consisted of lectures in bibliography and
history of printing; also a course for women
given in Berlin since 1900 known as Bibliothe-
karinnenschule and open to girls over sixteen
years of age, with high school education or its
equivalent
.
i. Library periodicals.
Oentralblatt fur bibliothekswesen.
Blatter fi'ir volksbib1 iotheken
.
j. Library association; Verein deutscher Biblio-
t-ekare, started in 1897; formally organized in
1900.
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Soandinavian libraries.
1. Norway*
Has few librariea owing to the poverty of the people.
University library at Christiania, founded 1811, the
most important.
2. Sweden.
Stockholm has a Royal library founded in the 16th
century by union of several co" lections. Library of
the University of Upsala noted chiefly for its posses-
sion of the famous Codex Argentegs containing the
Gothic gospels of Ulfilas and forming the only spec-
imen of nothic literature extant.
Danish libraries.
1. Copenhagen Royal library founded in 16th century: con-
tains famous collection of Icelandic literature and
Tycho Brahe's mss.; has two copy-tax; 550000 v.
Dut ch.
1. Scarcity of books, though one of the earliest homes
of printing. Some of the cities, Amsterdam end Haarlem,
have good collections.
2. Dutch universities of Leyden, Utrecht, Groningen and
The Hague have fine libraries.
3. No real library system in either Holland or Belgium,
though both are rich in incunebu] .
Belgian libraries.
1. Has but few noted collections, the Town library of Ant-
werp, Royal library of Brussels, City and University
libraries of Ghent being the most famous ones.
2. Belgian activity in promoting bibliographic research,
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through work of the Institute bibiiographi^ne of Brus-
sels . Plan of universal bibliography printed on cards
also started by Belgian libraries.
VII. Rus-ian libraries.
1. Little knowledge of old Russian libraries to be had;
collections of theological works in Russian monasteries;
sometimes loaned.
2. Two notable libraries founded by the Russian government.
a. Library of the Academy of sciences at St. Peters-
burg founded in the 18tli century from seizures
made by Russian troops in Baltic provinces.
b. Imperial public library of St. Petersburg, founded
by Peter the Great in 1714, based upon a private
Polish collection. Started with over 250000 v.,
now numbers about one and a half million being
third largest in the world. Contains valuable
Greek, Slavonic, Latin, French and oriental mss.
with large collection of Elzevirs and Aldines.
Catalogs incomplete; no circulation; new books
and periodicals hard to obtain; much officialism.
3. Moscow.
Public museum; is second largest library in Russia;
has early Russian incunabula and valuable collection
of Nasonic mss.
4. Public library system.
a. Social, political and economic conditions of Rus-
sian people make a public library system impossible
at present. Ignorance, degradation and poverty of
peasantry hinder any development , as well as cen-
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sorship of the press, which prevents the printing
and ssle of any heterodox views in politics, re-
ligion and science. Conditions are very Bevere.
5. In 1888, small collections placed in village schools;
movement growing slowly and fostered by teachers. Peas-
ants not yet recovered from effects of serfdom; do not
demand public libraries.
6. "Bark box" books.
A cheap form of literature published in Moscow; con-
sisting of religious books, folk-lore and poor fic-
tion, carried by peddlers from one fair to another,
sold extensively throughout rural districts; prices,
2^-15^ per vol.
No trace of a public library system can be said to
exist as yet in Russia.
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Lecture 9.
British libraries, (may be divided into 2 lectures.)
I. British Museum.
Largest library in the United Kingdom and second only to Bib-
liotheque Hationale, thich it surpasses in arrangement and ease
of access; offers best facilities to students,
a. History.
1. Founded in 1^53 by union of four collections, the
Sir Hans Sloane collection of books, mss. and cu-
rios, the Royal library given not until 1757, Har_

j.
•
-
_
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leian mss. and the Cottonian mss«, together with a
copy-tax, which now adds 8000-9000 v. per annum.
Opened to public in Montague House, 1759.
b. Specialties.
Literature and archaeology; library has best collec-
tion of any literature outside of the country to
which that literature is native.
12000 Hebrew books.
27000 Chinese books.
13000 books in other oriental languages.
1900 newspapers filed and bound. Large collection
of periodicals.
c. Treasures.
Mss. from seconi century B. c. to modern times.
Anglo-Saxon chronicle (several copies.)
" charters.
Arthurian 111erature
.
Latin codices.
Bedford nissal.
Early Homeric texts.
Irish literature.
Library of Henry 7.
Henry 8's copy of Cranmer's Bible.
Papal bull of Leo 10 to Henry 8.
English and other incunabula.
Early printed Bibles.
State papers.
Complete set of seals of English sovereigns from
Edward the Confessor to Queen Victoria.

Music library of 11000 v.
d. Records, building, use, size.
1. Catalog.
General alphabetical catalog in msa on cards
mounted in books; forming over 2000 v. Printed
catalog begun in 1881 now complete and supplement
printing. 1885-89, special catalogs printed.
2. Building.
Centrally located, well-adapted for library pur-
poses. Great circular reading room; seats 350
readers; conveniently arranged for study, with
access to 20000 reference books; planned by Sir
Anthony Panizzi.
5. Little formality required for use of library;
recommendation by house-holder. Great liberality
in regulations. Library opened nearly vo. hours
per week.
4. Contains over 2,000,000 v.
e .Librarians.
Raber, Panizzi, Garnett, Maunde-Thompscn.
f. Presence of museum collections adds great, value to li-
brary; museum specializes in archaeology; collections
of natural history removed to South Kensington Museum.
Special libraries in I or.don.
la Theology.
a. Archiepiscopal library at Lambeth palace; has fine
illuminated mssa and incunabula.
b. Westminister library (in the Abbey.)
c. St. Paul's library (in the cathedral.)

d. In addition to these in London, a number of c the-
dral and diocesan libraries in England and Wales,
which have but neagre support and are little used.
Have collections of inss. relating to their sees,
charters, local history, incunabula. Famous ones
at York, Ely, Lincoln and Lichfield.
Government libraries.
a. Foreign Office library.
Specializes in history, geography, law, treaties,
and diplomacy.
b. Colonial Office library.
Specializes in colonial history.
c. India Office library.
Large oriental collection. Close connection
between India Office and modern Sanskrit ic phil-
ology and literature.
d. Admiralty, War and Home Offices have each a special
library.
e. Patent Office library.
Largest scientific and technical collection in
England; open to the public; printed catalog;
80000 v.
f . Collegiate library at Dulwich (military college. )
Lav;.
a. Lincoln's Inn library.
Oldest and largest; dates from. 1497.
b. Inner Temple library.
c. Middle
d. Cray's Inn "
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4. University libraries.
a. University of London library.
b. King's College library.
5. Fine Arts.
National art library at South Kensington Museum; con-
taining besides printed books, photographs, drawings,
prints for use of art students, and a fine collection
of mss. of modern authors. General public admitted
free on specified days.
6 • Mus i c
.
a. Royal Academy of Music library.
Collection small but well selected.
b. orosvenor library.
In center of artistic London; popular with artis-
tic people; a subscription library.
7. Archaeology.
Society of Antiquaries library. 20000 v. and 500 mss.
Rich in incunabula, works on topography, heraldry and
numismatics
•
8. Scientific libraries.
a. Royal Society library.
Collects Transactions and Proceedings of learned
and scientific societies and scientific period-
icals. ( Corpare Smithsonian Institution collec-
tions. )
b. Royal Geographical Society library.
c. Royal Asiatic Society library.
9. Club libraries.
All the leading social, political and professional

clubs own collections of books for the use of members.
Among these are Athenaeum, Reform, Oxford and Cam-
bridge, Garrick, United Service.
10. Subscription libraries.
a. Mudie's.
Started in 1840; has three branches in London;
is a circulating subscription library: amount
of subscription determines number of books drawn
at one time; one pound per year ($5.00) draws one
book; five pounds per year ($25.00) draws twenty-
five books. Boxes of new books sent to provinces
and to colonies. Often mentioned in contemporary
fiction. Cheap and frequent sales of second-hand
books. Families or institutions may subscribe,
b. London library.
Pounded 1841; has 100000 v. A lending library
with large reference collection. Subscription,
3 guineas per year for 8 books at a time. Sup-
plements British Museum for the West End. Very
aristocratic; called also St. James library from
its location.
c. W. H. Smith & sons* subscription library; not so
extended as Mudie's nor so select as the London
library.
d. "Lending paper shops."
A feature of London, in which for a fee of a half
penny to a penny per hour, papers like London
Times may be read.
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III. University and college libraries,
1. Bodleian library of Oxford.
a. History.
Founded 160? by Sir Thomas Bodley with 2000 v.
1610 received by law the privilege of the copy-
tax .
b. Specialties.
1. 30000 mss. making it the bent to study pale-
ography in Europe.
2. Finest Oriental collection in Europe.
3. Pine collection of English incunabula and
first editions.
c. Records, building, use, size.
1. General catalog in ns. 700 v., alphabetical
author catalog. Special printed bibliogra-
phies for special collections.
2. Reading and periodical rooms of Bodleian, in
Radcliffe Hall, on account of prohibition of
use of artificial light in Bodleian building.
3. All graduate members of the university may
use the library and others over 18 years of
age, upon recormendat ion. Ho books loaned
except by special arrangement. Has quaint
regulations concerning librarian and readers.
4. Contains over 600000 v.
d. Each college at Oxford and Cambridge owns a sepa-
rate library.
2. Cambridge University library.
a. Pounded early in 15th century.
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m 1485, 52 v. in library.
1473, 330 v. in library.
1895, 500000 v. in library.
b. Large collection of early printed books and mss.
Codex Bezae among Ite treasures (see Madan. Books
in manuscript
.
)
c. Has printed catalog.
d« Allows 10 v. to borrower.
Trinity College library building finest at Cambridge;
planned by wren.
3. Scotch university libraries.
a. Edinburgh university, '580, 180000 v.
b. Aberdeen 1494, 120000 v.
c. Glasgow 15th century, 150000 v.
d. St. Andrew's '» 1456, 115000 v.
4. Irish university libraries.
Trinity College (Dublin) library. Established about
same tine as Bodleian, 1601, by donations from the
English army in recognition of victory over Spain.
Archbishop Usher, a trustee. Graduates of Dublin
university, Oxford and Cambridge admitted permanently,
others by temporary arrangement. Books not generally
loaned. Separate lending library for undergraduates,
IV. Development of free public libraries in Gt. Britain.
1. Private collections bequeathed to towns and cities,
formed first free libraries.
1608, one donated to Norwich.
1615, " Bristol, still in use.
1653, M " " Manchester by Sir Humphrey Chethan.

2. Parochial and clerical libraries established in 1704
for the olergy by Dr. Bray, work carried on by his
followers until 1807, and over 100 such libraries
founded, most of which are now in disuse.
3. Subscription libraries started in 1725 in Edinburgh;
1740 in London. Common name was Lyceum or Athenaeum.
4. Mechanics Institutes, London, 1824, at first confined
to technical instruction, later accumulated books, and
became partly social in character. 1849, 400 such In-
stitutes In the United Kingdom, owning 300000-40000CV
.
with annual circulation of over 10C0000 v.
5. Traveling libraries started in 1849. Boxes contained
50 v.; sent from village to village, remaining two years.
At first, free; later, subscription.
6. Parliamentary investigation into state of British Mu-
seum, 1835-36, 1849. These reports had a direct influ-
ence upon commission on free libraries in session in
1849-51.
v. Museums Act, ^845.
a. Introduced by William Ev art , M. P., to encourage
the establishment of museums in large tow:is.
b. Provisions.
Towns of 10000 population might lay a tax of one-
half penny in the pound to establish museums of
science and art. This fund could not be used for
purchase of books or specimens. Entrance fee of
one penny might be charged.
8. Ewart bill of 1850. (see Ogle. Free libraries.)
a. Statistics used by Ewart in framing bill, collected

by Edwards.
b. Provisions.
1. Allowed establishment of libraries and ruse-
urns together or separately.
2. Funds for books to be donated.
3. Tax applied to running expenses.
4. Allowed each municipal borough of 10000 popu-
lation to vote on the question.
c. Amendment of 1853.
1. Extended to Ireland and Scotland.
2. tt English rural boroughs of 5000,
upon a two-thirds vote of rate payers.
3. Pate not to exceed one penny in the pound.
4. Boohs and specimens could be purchased from
rate fund.
5. Special provision for London.
9. Liverpool and other cities, for local reasons, generally
a bequest, obtained special legislation.
10. Museums often an adjunct to public libraries, and are
especially instructive in Poman and Celtic antiquities
and local celebrities, i. n., Shahspere museums in
Stratford and Birmingham, (see V. 3.)
V. Prominent British public libraries.
1. Manchester one of the first to organize under the Act
of 1850, in 1852 . Always a success. Has large refer-
ence collection classified by D. C. Has 15 branches
with a large staff.
2. Liverpool.
Special act, 1852. Most successful of all prbiic

libraries in Gt. Britain. Museum and art gallery con-
nected with library. For reference and loan. In 1895,
had four brandies and four reading rooms.
3. Birmingham.
Rejected the Act in 1852, but voted to adopt in 1860.
Large central library with nine branches. Special
Shakspere collection and museum, (see IV. 10.) De-
stroyed by fire in 1879, but rebuilt.
4. London.
a. Slow in starting public libraries because of the
hold taken by British Museum and subscription li-
braries
.
b. For 150 years after death of Shakspere, Guildhall
the only free public library in London. Estab-
lished by Sir Richard Whittington, 1421. Many
changes. Opened in 1873, as free public library.
Is a general library with special collections on
London and Hebrew literature.
c. Public libraries in London, in different parishes
or districts from which they take their names, as
Clerkenwel"
,
Chelsea, &c« About 70 of these; as
a rule in a flourishing condition.
VI. Scotch libraries.
1. Principal library of Scotland.
Faculty of Advocates, Edinburgh, 1682. Is practi-
cally a free reference library for all Scotland. In
Parliament House. Nearly 400000 v. with copy-tax.
Important special collections. Interesting royal
letters of James 5, James 6, Mary Stuart.
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2. Glasgow
.
Mitchell library.
Founded from a bequest of 70000 pounds, 1877. Free
circulating library. Largest and most successful
except that of Liverpool.
3. No free public library in Edinburgh.
Adopted Ewart bill with amendment of 1853. (see IV. 8, c.)
Pate, one penny in the pound for towns of 5000 population.
Social and economic conditions make it impossible for Ire-
land to profit by the Act of 1853 and but few public li-
braries are to be found.
1. Library association of the United Kingdom founded 1877.
Now incorporated under name, Library association, 1898.
2. Society of public librarians. 1895.
3. Library assistant's association. 1895.
1. Library association has instituted a series of examina-
tions in bibliography, literary history, cataloging,
classification, shelf and library administration.
2. Summer schools held occasionally in London, with
branches in other localities.
VII. Irish libraries.
VIII. Societies.
IX. Training classes.
X. Periodicals.
1. Library association transactions, 1877-84.
M monthly notes, 1880-83.
3. it it record, 1899-date.
4. tt chronicle
,
1884-88.
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5. The Library, 1889-date.
6. Library assistant, 1898-
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Lecture 10.
American libraries; including earliest form of libraries in the u. S.
I. College libraries the first in U. S.
!• Oldest, Harvard library.
a. History; founded, 1637; destroyed 1764, inr.ediately
rebuilt
•
b. Source of income. Large endowment & private do-
nations •
c. Size and specialities. Nearly 500000 v. nine
special collections, including American history,
maps, folk-lore, Dante, and Milton.
d. Catalog. Author and subject ms. catalog.
e. Librarians. Several famous men, Justin Winsor,
W: C. Lane.
2. Yale, second in age.
a. History. Founded 1700; slow growth.
b. Size and specialities. About r-50000 v. Special
collections in law, science, church music, foreign
missions.
3. Columbia.
a. History, ^oted as original home of the first
school for training in library science, (see
lecture 12, IV, 10.
)
b. Size and specialities. Over 200000 v. Avery li-
brary of architecture, finest in the world.
4. Cornell university.
a. Size and specialities. Nearly 200000 v. Finest
Dante collection in existence, several valuable
collections of history and politic 8 .

5. other important college and university libraries; Prince-
ton, University of Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins, Univer-
sity of Chicago; in a]l between 300 and 400 college li-
braries in U. s., exclusive of academies and secondary
schools. Many of these housed in beautiful new build-
ings. General tendency in American university and col-
lege libraries, toward greater freedom of access to
instructors and students; Greater helpfulness.
II. Earliest town libraries founded by bequests.
1. Bequest of Rev. John Sharp, 1700, books left to found a
library for New York City, to be maintained as a public
institution.
a. History. First recorded additions in 1730, b^oks
given by British society for propagation of the
Gospel in foreign parts; "For the use of the clergy
and gentlemen of that City and of the neighboring
Province", Library neglected for many years; at
length, converted by private subscription into a
proprietary library under title of Society library
of N. Y. 1754. Underwent many vicissitudes during
the American revolution, but still owns some of the
original books.
2. Second free town library founded in Philadelphia by
James Logan, 18th century, finally merged into the
Library company's library of Philadelphia.
III. Proprietary or subscription libraries.
1. Oldest. Library company of Philadelphia.
a. History. Formed by union of the Loganian library,
open to the public, and the library of the Junta

club, Franklin's debating society. Small begin-
ning; largely the result of gifts; open to sub-
scribers only, while the other part, viz., the
Loganian library, was a public library,
b. Growth. Was object of a bequest of #1000000 from
Dr. James Rush, 1869. Fire-proof building, called
Ridgway library, erected for the more valuable
books
•
2. Many other similar libraries started in towns and cit-
ies; their great educational value. Prominent ones
were
,
a. Mercantile library Co. of Philadelphia, 1821.
b. Boston Athanaeum, 1807, the most famous one; has a
good printed catalog. Owns some of George Wash-
ington's books, as well as the famous Stuart por-
traits. Membership confined almost entirely to
families of the original subscribers. A line of
famous librarians.
c. New York mercantile library, 1810. Is the largest
subscription library in the U. S. with several
hundred thousand volumes.
d. Reason for special form of development of American
libraries; poverty of the undeveloped country.
No provision for any but the privileged well-to-do
classes. At present, such subscription libraries
often started to pave the way for a free public
library.
IV. Institute libraries. May be of two kinds; viz., an endowed
institution, given by bequest or otherwise, as a center of

educational Interests in the conr.unity. May or nay not he
tax-supported. Example, Scoville institute at Oak Park, 111.
2. May al^o he connected with a school, technical or otherwise,
hut are often used hy public for reference purposes. Example,
Pratt institute, Chicago institute,
V. Statistics showing rate of growth.
1"75
—30 libraries established.
1^75-1800, 64 libraries established.
1800-1825, 179 "
1825-1850, 551 " M
1850-1875, 2240 n "
In first 25 years, ratio was doubled.
" 2nd " " » " 3 times.
3rd M " " 3 l/4 tines.
11 4^ 11 ti w n 4 11
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American libraries. Typical public libraries in the U. S.
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specializations of the above-mentioned libraries.
I. Boston public library.
1. History. Pounded, 1852; in new building at tine Of
foundation; had rapid growth until period of civil war
which had a disastrous effect on nany educational insti-
tutions; has received more gifts and bequests than any
other prominent library, if the recent Carnegie gifts be
excepted; great local pride of Boston partly responsible
for its development; outgrew its original quarters and
in 1887, trustees decided to build on present site,
Copley Square, near the social center of Boston.
2. Building.
a. General features.
Very beautiful; follows Bibiiotheque Sainte
Genevieve in Paris as a model; (see lecture 7,
III. I. a.) renaissance which implies a classic
simplicity of exterior; surrounded by buildings
picturesque but not classic, giving a pleasing
contrast; not well-adapted to library purposes,
necessitating expensive modifications; materials;
exterior, Massachusetts granite, interior, var-
ious marbles, wrought iron and woods. Cost
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$2,308,000.
b. Special architectural features.
Facade, including printer's marks in stone medal-
lions; impressive entrance. Grand stair-case;
Bates Hall, the public reading room, pronounced
the most beautiful public room in America. In-
terior court with fountains and stone benches.
c. Decorations.
chiefly two American artists: the Quest of
the Holy grail by Abbey and Triumph of religion
by Sargent. Mural decoration over main stair-
case by Puvis de Chavannes, allegorical in sub-
ject •
3. Collections.
a. A general collection well-balanced.
b. Special collections.
Ticknor collection of Spanish literature, the
first in America.
Allen A. Brown musical library.
Law and medicine purposely weak because of good
professional libraries in the city.
4. Children's room.
Artistic; mature in style and furnishing for a typ-
ical children's room.
5. Catalog.
On cards; no peculiar feature. An earlier printed
catalog dates from 1861 and called the Index; now
rare.
6. Librarians.
C; C. Jewett
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Justin Winsor.
Herbert Putnam.
James Lyman Whitney, recently resigned.
H. M. Wadlin, present incumbent.
7. Branch system.
Most striking feature of Boston public library; has
117 distributing centers (according to report for
1901-1903.), including permanent collections, delivery
stations, 10 with reading rooms, collections in city
institutions, schools, engine houses and shops. Some
were independent libraries which have been absorbed.
General conformity in administration to rules of main
library; records made at central library; size about
15000 volumes for each branch; card privileges, very
generous; two books which may mean additional priv-
ilege of six, not restricted to any particular branch.
A deposit system of 300-500 new books Kept at delivery
station for examination before selection. Daily ser-
vice. Immense increase in circulation of popular
books by these means.
8. Sunday opening.
A marked feature in main and branch libraries through-
out whole or part of year, with special Sunday staff.
II. New York public library.
1. History.
a. Founded in 1H95 under special act of legislature,
by consolidation of three corporations, viz.,
Trustees of Astor library, incorporated, 1849;
Trustees of Lenox library, incorporated, ?870,
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Trustees of Tilden trust, incorporated, 1887, with
name Now York public library, Ant or, Lenox and
Tildon foundations,
b. Recent acquisitions.
Entire system of New York free circulating li-
brary, 11 branches in all, united with Hew York
public library in 1900 and forms organ of cir-
culation. Started in 18^9 as a philanthropic
enterprise with snail collection of books; all
branches strictly coordinate; size and adminis-
trative methods varied. 1902, 13 branches,
2 reference libraries
, several traveling li-
braries formed the Hew York public library.
2. Gifts.
The Carnegie gift of $5200000 for establishment of
adequate branch sys.tem, to include Greater New York.
3. Building & site.
a. Site.
Bryant Park, in the near future, the most central
point in Hew York, when sub-way transportation,
now in process of construction, becomes a fact.
b. Building.
Now in process of construction. Two and one half
millions appropriated by city council, for erec-
tion and equipment and half a million for clear-
ing the ^ite. Planned for library purposes and
approved by A. L. A. Litigation has delayed
completion.
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4. Card privileges.
Not so generous as at Boston; holders may drav/ books
from two branches at once only by special temporary
permission.
5. Librarians.
Dr. J. s. Billings, Surgeon-general of U. S. A, (re-
tired. ), librarian,
A. E. Bostwick, chief of circulating department.
6. Astor library.
Largest collection; ?/ashington Irving, first presi-
dent of its governing board. Located at 40 Lafayette
Place (down town). Special collections ,—periodicals
,
public documents, European history, European, English
and American literature
,
philosophy, religion, art,
geography, patents, bibliography, oriental languages,
sports. Pounded by bequest and gifts of Astor family.
7. Lenox.
Location in heart of finest residence sites, near
Central park.
Special collections,
—Drexel collection of music,
early American history, genealogy, Bible, maps and
atlases, Shaksperiana, incunabula, Bunyan, Milton,
Don Quixote, state and local history, heraldry,
medicine and law, with a fine collection of pictures
and Ford library of 30000 volumes, presented by P. l.
Ford and brother.
8. Growth.
Since consolidation, N • Y. public library has grown
far more rapidly than any other library in the world;

in 1896, 80000 bound vols.; 1901, over 500000 v.
III. Chicago public library.
1. ,ristory.
Pounded after the fire by collections contributed by
Englishmen and others. Has had various homes includ-
ing quarters in city building.
2. Building and site.
a. Site.
Occupies Dearborn park near lake front: is near
good means of transportation end therefore well
located.
b. Building.
New and imposing, but not specially striking
architecturally. Shares part of its space with
0. A. R. post on a 50 years' lease, which will
retard growth very considerably.
c. Branch system.
Hot real branches in usual sense of tern, but
reference collections, 6 in number, and 65 de-
livery stations, with no books kept on deposit.
No children's roor.s, no work done with public
schools, or city institutions; has not been
specially progressive. Hampered recently in all
parts of its machinery by lack of funds.
d. Librarians.
W: P: Poole.
P: II. Hild, present incumbent.
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IV. Cleveland public library.
1. History.
Consisted first of main library, established in 1869;
later small collections of books loaned to teachers
for use by their pupils, 1889—92. Has done very
excellent work in spite of many difficulties.
2. Branch system.
a. 1892, first branch established, followed by three
later branches; these consist of circulating de-
partments, reading and study rooms, and contained
from 12000 to 17000 volumes each.
b. Five sub-branches established at high school and
other places for circulation and reference use.
c. Twenty deposit stations with collections of 100-
1300 v. About a dozen delivery stations (number
varies each year) with no deposits.
d. Forty special collections made for fire departments.
e. Main library does administrative work for entire
system. 114 libraries in operation during 1900
and further extension needed.
3. Building.
Has never had an adequate main building, and is at
present in new temporary quarters, owing to a project
of grouping later all the municipal buildings near
the lake front.
4. Librarian.
W; H. Brett
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Lecture 12.
American libraries. Library extension in the United ntates.
I. Desirability o^ sumring up library interests in the U. S.
during the 19th century, part 1 ciilar!}' since 1875.
II. Library advance greater than any other except scientific dis-
covery and mechanical invention. In 1850, only 644 libraries,
aggregating something more than tiro million volumes; in 1901,
8000 libraries with over 40000000v. , with property valued at
$60000000.
III. Evolution of the public library to be traced from the begin-
nings afforded by Franklin's library, through the subscription
and endowed libraries of i'ew York, Philadelphia and Boston,
to the pioneer free public library of Boston, founded in 1852.
IV. The middle of the century the beginning of real progress.
1. The revolutionary stirring throughout continental Europe
in 1848; its effect upon continental and English librar-
ies already cited; passed to the U. S. in the early
fifties; though three states, New York, Massachusetts
and New Hampshire had passed library legislation some-

what earlier.
2. About 1850, t<£? great types of libraries founded in
America; the Astor library of N . Y. 1349, endowed, but
free to the public for reference, and the Boston public
library, 1852, supported by taxation and free for cir-
culation as well as reference.
3. First meeting of librarians held at this tine, 1853, in
New York city.
4. Names of pioneer librarians.
C: C. Jewett, Justin Winsor, both of Boston, A. R.
Spofford, W: F : Poole.
5. Effect of civil war upon American libraries and other
educational institutions, disastrous and little growth
to be observed until the seventies were reached.
6. National movement of renewed energy taking form in Cen-
tennial exposition at Philadelphia, 1876. This, the
banner-year of library history, on account of various
enterprises, still in existence, begun that year; viz.,
the first meeting of the American library association
at Philadelphia; the establishment of the Library jour-
nal, the official organ of the A. L. A. and for years
the only periodical devoted to library interests pub-
lished in America; the establishment of the Library bu-
reau for the manufacture and sale of standard library
supplies; the publication of the first edition of the
Decimal classification by Melvil Dewey.
7. The first international conference, stimulated by Amer-
ican example, held in London, 1877, leading to the
foundation of the L. A. U. K. in the same year.

8. Sunday opening, an issue somewhat earlier, having been
started in 1871 in the Cincinnati public library. One
year later, Illinois passed its first public library
law.
9. In 1880, the first great step in American bibliography,
the publication of the first volume of the American
catalog.
10. Training for librarianship made possible by action of
the trustees of Columbia College in 1884, the school
being opened in 1887 and transferred to New York state
library at Albany in 1889; followed by the Pratt insti-
tute school (Brooklyn) in 1890. by the school connected
with Drexel institute (Philadelphia) in 1892, and by
the Illinois state library school founded at Armour
institute in 1893 az:d transferred to the University of
Illinois in 1897. Most recently founded agencies for
instruction in library science are the schools connected
with Simrons college, Boston, and Adelbert college,
Cleveland, as well as the various terrs of from 4 to 8
weeks in several of the states, apprentice classes
carried on by a number of the larger public libraries
and the training for children's librarians offered by
the Pittsburgh Carnegie library.
11. State and local library associations, dating from 1885,
the foundation of the Hew York (city) library club, to
be found, now in nearly every northern state and most
of our large cities. The N. Y. (state) library associ-
ation, the first state organization, 1890, followed by
many others within a year.
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12. Appointment by law of a Rtate library commisRion has
in many instances followed the organization of the
state association, Massachusetts being the first to
establish a commission in 1890.
13. The Expansive classification by C: A. Cutter began to
be published in 1891 and is still incomplete.
14. The activities incident upon the World's Columbian ex-
position reflected in the library world, as shown by
the international meeting of librarians in Chicago;
the establishment of a school for library training at
Armour institute, already mentioned, and the inaugura-
tion of the traveling library movement by the New York
state home education department.
15. Traveling libraries.
A striking modification of library work instituted as
above stated, in 1893, three types of which are to be
noted.
a. The type of traveling library as found in New York
state, sent out by the N. Y. state library and
supported by a large annual appropriation.
b. The type of library belonging to Wisconsin, de-
pending wholly upon voluntary subscription, with
no state help except that given through salaried
officers appointed by the commission.
c. The type of traveling library found in Ohio, cen-
tered at the state library, made up chiefly from
the books in the state library, with a small annual
appropriation.
d. Various private organizations, notably railroad

-ac-
companies, hav,e been Instrumental in establishing
traveling libraries, and organisations , such as
women's clubs and farrier's institutes are sending
booKs into districts removed from large centers.
16. Library architecture.
The past decade marked by the number and beauty of
library buildings erected; including those of the
Newberry library in Chicago, Library of Congress; the
public libraries of Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee, Phil-
adelphia, Pittsburg];, the libraries of Colombia uni-
versity, Princeton and Cornell, and the building of
the Wisconsin state historical society, making no
mention of the countless smaller buildings erected
through the generosity of Andrew Carnegie. «*
17. Change in spirit of the library no less remarkable than
its material growth. Libraries now for the people pri-
marily including of 4 en museums and art galleries. Li-
brary advertising by legitimate means of bulletins,
special collections, picture & other exhibits, lecture
courses, work with clubs, schools and directly with the
children^in order to bring the people and the library
together.
18. The profession of librarianship
.
Librarians now included among the members of the so-
called learned professions, as their calling requires
training, peculiar fitness as well as experience in
the work, and a knowledge of books. The appointment
of Herbert Putnam to the head of the Library of Con-
gress, a recognition of the derand for the trained and

experienced librarian^
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